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Ultra-Thin Tunable Plasma-Metasurface Composites for Extremely
Broadband Electromagnetic Shielding Applications
Ali Abdolali1, 2 , Maryam Rajabalipanah3 , and Hamid Rajabalipanah1, 2, *

Abstract—For the ﬁrst time, the concept of combinational use of subwavelength metasurfaces and
plasma media is introduced in this paper for being utilized in practical radio frequency (RF) shielding
applications. Using an equivalent circuit model, it is demonstrated that the simultaneous use of the
lossy characteristic and special dispersion of plasma in low-frequency regime and the transmission
zeros provided by spatially homogeneous metasurfaces in the upper frequency band results in superior
shielding performances. The designed coating layer has an ultra-thin proﬁle while exhibiting a super
wide reject band ranging from 1 to 20 GHz (|S21 | < −10 dB). A fair comparison is also performed to
elucidate that the proposed plasma-metasurface composite (PMC) shield outperforms the previously
reported RF shielding FSSs in both bandwidth and thickness. The numerical results show that while
maintaining a low proﬁle, the shielding bandwidth of the designed PMC can be set to surprisingly
include all the UHF, L, S, C, X, Ku, and K bands. Moreover, the designed coating layer provides
a stable and polarization-insensitive reject band for diﬀerent incident wave angles up to 45◦ . These
superior performances, as well as the shielding tunability enabled by plasma, conﬁrm the promising
capabilities of PMC structures for various applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
The ever-increasing advances in electronics and telecommunications industries have improved the human
lives in a positive way. Cell phones, electrical apparatus, power lines and wiring systems are examples of
instruments whose electromagnetic (EM) radiation endangers human health [1]. Therefore, the need to
protect electronic devices and humans against unwanted and harmful electromagnetic waves has been
dramatically felt. To meet this need, the electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding materials have
been introduced. The EM coupling between adjacent circuits and controlling the passing or stopping
of speciﬁc frequencies can be prevented using the shielding devices, providing a safe communication.
Recently, many studies have been conducted on high-performance EMI protective materials such as
carbon-based materials and metal materials due to their high electrical conductivity [2].
Metasurfaces are the two-dimensional (2D) versions of metamaterials, as a new and more powerful
generation of conventional frequency selective surfaces (FSSs), typically organized by arranging
subwavelength metal-dielectric inclusions on a ﬂat plane. In recent years, they have been intensely
investigated in terms of an abundance of functionalities covering multiple/broadband absorptions [3–6],
spatial ﬁltering [7], polarization control [8] antenna engineering [9], wave-manipulation [1–14], radar
cross section reduction [15, 16] and cloaking [17]. By setting the electromagnetic (EM) parameters
of metasurfaces, one can engineer the amplitude and phase spectra of the reﬂected and transmitted
waves. Nowadays, the concerns about the wideband EMI reduction make researchers survey FSSs as
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a spatial signal blocker or attenuator in a certain frequency band ranging from micro- to millimeterwave [18–26]. Hashemi and Abdolali established FSSs to shield rooms against EM ﬁelds in order to
achieve secure indoor communications and reduce human exposure to external ﬁelds [18]. The secure
room was designed using two-layer FSSs with an FR4 substrate to cover 10–12 GHz frequency band,
exhibiting 20 dB isolation between inside and outside of the room in the desired frequency band. In [19],
a simple and compact FSS conﬁguration was utilized to provide an ultra-wide reject band with more
than 20 dB attenuation from 4.6 to 16 GHz. Sivasamy et al. proposed an RF shielding FSS whereby a
20 dB attenuation level at the normal incidence was obtained for a wide bandwidth of 7.53 GHz [20]. The
authors of [21] investigated a four-layered FSS conﬁguration, showing a wide reject bandwidth ranging
from 2.7 GHz to 13.2 GHz. Mighani and Mallahzadeh designed an FSS platform with the ability of EM
shielding whose measurement results showed that the proposed structure had an SE better than 20 dB
in 5.1–13.3 GHz frequency range [22]. Using single or multilayer structures, several stop/absorption
bands with diﬀerent operating bandwidths have been achieved [23–30]. Nevertheless, in addition to
using complicated geometries, one of the limitations of the restricted shielding bandwidth, angular
dependency, not being tunable, thick and heavy proﬁles circumscribe their practical applications.
Plasma as the fourth state of matter is known as a dispersive and lossy medium [31–33], which
introduces wide range electromagnetic (EM) applications. Interaction of EM waves with plasma has
already been investigated through diﬀerent studies. Plasma as an alternative for other EM absorbers
exhibits a great reduction of wave power in a large variety of frequencies and incident angles. Owing
to the reconﬁgurable operation, i.e., ON or OFF, plasma has been found as an especial placement
between other natural materials, especially in wave manipulation engineering [34, 35]. More recently,
according to the interesting features enabled by the plasma mediums, diﬀerent combinations with the
other artiﬁcial structures have been reported for them, leading to substantial improvements in the
overall performances [36–39]. For instance, Yuan et al. designed a multilayer radar-absorbing structure
with plasma- and radar-absorbing material (RAM) to investigate the stealth mechanisms of a multilayer
absorber [36]. By a combination of plasma and resistive frequency-selective surface (FSS), a wideband
absorber was reported in [37], spanning both the X- and Ku-bands. Plasma and metallic FSSs have been
analytically studied to achieve a proper reﬂection phase interval, improving the checkerboard surface to
reduce the bistatic radar cross section (RCS) of a metal plate [38]. In one of our previous researches,
we conducted a theoretical study to introduce a new type of low-thickness and ultra-broadband stealth
platforms by the combinational use of plasma medium and graphene sheets for the ﬁrst time [39].
Following the above-mentioned references, here, we seek to reveal a proper hybrid use of plasma and
metasurfaces to be elaborately established in the current EM shielding applications. To the best of
our knowledge, such a speciﬁed application by combining the metasurfaces and plasmas has not been
reported yet.
In the present study, based on the combinational use of spatially homogeneous metasurfaces and
thin plasma substrates, a new type of ultra-thin RF shielding panels is studied, providing extremely
broad reject band. The absorptive property of the plasma and transmission zeros provided by the
designed metasurfaces in the lower and upper frequency bands respectively are simultaneously exploited
as the main idea of this paper. The proposed plasma-metasurface composite (PMC) shield is simple,
in low proﬁle, and feasible while consisting of three subwavelength square loop metasurfaces embedded
between two plasma substrates. A comprehensive parametric study along with an equivalent circuit
model is accomplished to demonstrate the eﬀects of each layer on the total shielding performances.
The tunable property of plasma allows a reconﬁgurable shielding response over the frequency band of
study. The numerical results illustrate a super wide reject band ranging from 1 to 20 GHz (181%)
(|S21 | < −10 dB), spanning all the UHF, L, S, C, X, Ku, and K frequency bands. The results of PMC
RF shield obviously overcome those previously reported in similar references from the aspects of both
the operating bandwidth and thickness.
2. ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELLING OF PMC
As an amazing property, plasma has dispersive lossy constitutive parameters, enabling a great
opportunity for being utilized in diverse EM applications. In the format of the well-known Drude
model, the complex relative permittivity of the cold collision weakly ionized plasma can be expressed
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as [40]:
εr = 1 −

ωp2
ω (ω − iνp )

(1)

Here ω = 2πf is the incident wave frequency, and ωp and νp are the plasma and collision frequencies,
respectively, which can be expressed as:

n0 e2
(2)
ωp =
me ε0
4
(3)
νp = πα2 N νav
3
where ne is the equilibrium electron density, e the electron charge (= 1.6 × 10−19 ), and me the electron
mass (= 0.91 × 10−30 ). Eq. (3) is obtained according to the statistical theory [41] in which N is the
number density, and νavg is the average velocity of electron. Conventional metasurfaces are composed
of periodic metallic patterns printed on a speciﬁed dielectric spacer. These artiﬁcially constructed
structures are usually illuminated by a plane wave and exhibit a certain response in diﬀerent frequency
bands. Since the plasma layers are utilized as the supporting substrates in this paper, their EM
properties should be taken into account under a plane wave excitation. The schematic view of assumed
conﬁguration is depicted in Figure 1. A plane wave in plasma, similar to other lossy mediums, obeys
Maxwell equations, where with assuming exp(jωt) in the time domain, the propagating wave can be
obtained as:
(4)
E (z, t) = E0 exp (jωt − γz)
√
where γ = 2πf εr /c is the complex propagation constant. We assume that the z-direction is
perpendicular to the PMC. Similar to most of the preceding researches [18–26], the normal incidence
case is only studied for the initial design steps. However, the angular stability of the ﬁnal PMC RF
shield will be evaluated under diﬀerent incident wave angles in both TE and TM polarizations. The
proposed PMC shield is composed of three square-loop metasurfaces embedded between two thin plasma
layers with the thicknesses of t1 and t2 . The total thickness of RF shielding panel is t = t1 + t2 . Unlike
full-wave simulations, a circuital analysis reveals immediate results and important physical insights
into the design properties of the PMC RF shield. The supporting plasma layers
√ can be modelled as
dispersive lossy transmission lines with the characteristic impedance of Zci = Z/ εri (Z ≈ 120π) [39].
The transmission line model of the proposed PMC composite is depicted in Figure 2 where the lossless
square-loop metasurfaces are represented by parallel admittances (jBs,i ). As a result, by multiplying
Square-loop metasurfaces

w1

P
L1

Figure 1. The employed multilayer PMC RF shield with the total thickness of t = t1 + t2 .
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all the transmission matrices (ABCD), we have:


A B
= Tmeta,1 × Tsub,1 × Tmeta,2 × Tsub,2 × Tmeta,3
Ttot =
C D
hereupon:


Tmeta,i =

TSub,i =

1
0
jBS i 1

(5)


(6)

cosh (γi ti )
ZC i sinh (γi ti )
cosh (γi ti )
sinh (γi ti )/ZC i


(7)

where, BS,i = ωCi − 1/ωLi Consequently, the reﬂection (R) and transmission (T ) coeﬃcients of total
structure can be extracted by:
A + B/Z0 − CZ0 − D
A + B/Z0 + CZ0 + D
2
=
A + B/Z0 + CZ0 + D

R = S11 =

(8)

T = S21

(9)

As Figure 2 implies, the PMC structure has input and output ports, thereby falling into the category
of two-port networks. In this paper, we mainly focus on the RF shielding problem, and the magnitudes,
i.e., |R| and |T |, are only considered. To clarify the validity of the proposed equivalent circuit model, a
PMC structure with arbitrary parameters given in the caption of Figure 3 is considered and simulated.
The commercial software, CST Microwave Studio 2017, is utilized as the full-wave EM solver where the
unit cell boundaries are applied to the x and y directions, and the Floquet ports are also assigned to
the z direction.
sec #1

sec #2

sec #3

sec #4

sec #5

Incident signal
Transmitted signal
Reflected signal
sec #1

sec #2

sec #3

sec #4

sec #5

Figure 2. The equivalent circuit model of the proposed multilayer PMC RF shield with the total
thickness of t1 + t2 . The setup of simulations is schematically drawn in the bottom ﬁgure.
A plane wave incidence normally impinges on the PMC shield from one side, and the spectral
domain of the reﬂected and transmitted signals are recorded (see Figure 2). Besides, the components
of equivalent circuit model are determined so that an acceptable agreement is observed between the
results of the equivalent circuit model and those of the full-wave simulations. The results are compared
in Figure 3. According to this ﬁgure, one can conclude that the equivalent circuit model of Figure 2 can
successfully follow the trend of the full-wave simulation results. Indeed, the physical basis of the PMC
performance and the provided resonances are well recognized and predicted by the proposed equivalent
circuit model. The null resonances originate from the metasurfaces, and the insertion loss observed
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Figure 3. The transmission spectra of the PMC structure obtained with diﬀerent methods (equivalent
circuit model and full-wave numerical simulation).
in the low frequency region arises from the plasma lossy substrates. A comprehensive discussion will
be given in the following section. The slight discrepancy in the upper frequency region can also be
attributed to three main issues. 1) high frequency inductive and capacitive mutual couplings between
the metasurface layers; 2) neglecting the dispersive behavior of the lumped circuit elements, which is
very crucial at higher frequency band, and 3) ignoring the high order Floquet harmonics, which is
very important at the same frequency band. Indeed, the agreement between the circuit model and
full-wave results is satisfactory if the periodicity of spatially homogeneous metasurface is smaller than
the operating wavelength [42].
3. ULTRA-BROADBAND PMC RF SHIELD AND ITS PRINCIPAL MECHANISM
As already mentioned, the proposed PMC shield consists of three square-loop metasurfaces supported
by two plasma spacers. Armed with a series LC circuit model, the square loop metasurfaces provide
several transmission zeros at diﬀerent locations of spectral domain, which will be exploited in the present
study in order to achieve a wide band-stop shielding response. Evidently, by appropriate choosing of
plasma parameters and geometric speciﬁcations of square loop metasurfaces as the constitutive elements
of the designed PMC, one can arbitrarily engineer the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of Eq. (9).
It is assumed that the plasma layers and metasurface admittances are independently adjusted to yield
the desired transmission spectrum. According to the ratio of plasma and collision frequencies, the real
part of permittivity would be less than one and could even be negative [39]. This unique property
along with being lossy can lead to an extensive range of wideband EM applications when it is combined
with the versatile metasurfaces. Regarding the Re(εr ) < 1, the plasma substrates enhance the shielding
bandwidth and can also contribute to putting further space between the multiple transmission zeros
to span a larger area of the spectral domain. The reason for this is that the input impedance of
structure has a smoother response when the plasma substrates are utilized. The previous experimental
demonstrations [43, 44] allow the plasma parameters employed in the present study to be freely chosen
in the validity ranges of 1 × 1010 < ωp < 6 × 1010 and 1 × 106 < νp < 1 × 1011 . By properly adjusting the
parameters, the metasurfaces are designed to exhibit a broadband impedance mismatch in the upper
frequency range, and the plasma medium parameters are adjusted so that a wideband attenuation in
the lower frequency region is guaranteed. The impedance mismatch would lead to multiple transmission
zeros governed by the square loop metasurfaces. It should be noted that providing transmission zeros
at low frequencies by solely establishing the metasurfaces requires bulky and thick proﬁles [21], which is
not desired in the real-life scenarios. This is the reason that the plasma lossy features are alternatively
utilized to attenuate the low frequency incident signals. The optimum parameters of the designed PMC
RF shield are given in Table 1.
The optimized PMC shield is simulated using CST Microwave Studio 2017, and the overall
transmission spectrum is extracted in Figure 4(a). As can be observed, the EM signals impinging
on the PMC RF shielding panel experience at least 10 dB attenuation in an ultra-broad frequency band
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Table 1. The optimum parameters of the proposed PMC RF shield.
P
10 mm
t1
1 mm

L1
6.2 mm
t2
1 mm

L2
7.8 mm
ωp1
4.1 × 1010 rad/s

L3
5 mm
ωp2
4.1 × 1010 rad/s

w1
1.8 mm
νp1
4.9 × 1010 Hz

w2
1 mm
νp2
3.9 × 1010 Hz

w3
2.4 mm

from 1 to 20 GHz when passing through the structure, and this value becomes more than 20 dB between 9
and 17 GHz. To better understand the principal mechanism, the transmission, reﬂection and absorption
spectra of the proposed PMC are also computed by A = 1 − |S11 |2 − |S21 |2 [5] and shown in Figure 4(b)
to elucidate the physics behind such superior performance. Owing to the high imaginary part of the
permittivity appearing in the frequency range of 1–9 GHz, the PMC RF shield dissipates the trapped
wave in the same frequency band, making a remarkable attenuation in the incident radiations. On the
other hand, multiple transmission zeros arising from square loop metasurfaces also provide the desired
impedance mismatch so that a wide band-stop response in the range of 9–20 GHz is acquired whereby
most portion of the power-signal is reﬂected back. Hence, when a radiative signal covering a broad
frequency spectrum impinges on the PMC RF shield, it is just as the illuminated wave going through a
resistive-inductive-capacitive (RLC) spatial ﬁltering panel. Regarding the ﬁltering and lossy behavior,
diﬀerent resonances are excited resulting in passing, dissipating or blocking special frequency ranges.
By a combination of these physical phenomena as the main idea of this paper, an extremely broadband
shielding response against the incident signals is obtained via the proposed design. Nevertheless, the
eﬀects of these transmission zeros and the lossy characteristics of the plasma can be observed in a
negligible form in the other frequency regions.
1
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Magnitude
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Reflection
Transmission
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Absorptive Region
0.4
0.2
0
0
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Figure 4. (a) The transmission spectra of the optimum PMC shield. (b) Three diﬀerent operational
regions in the performance of the proposed PMC RF shield.
As revealed earlier, having a compact size and exhibiting a broader stop-band are two crucial
factors aﬀecting the overall performance of a speciﬁc RF shield. To clarify the superior performances of
the designed PMC structure, it is compared with some of the recent designs archived in the literature.
They are fairly compared for the factors of thickness, bandwidth, and tunability. As depicted in Table 2,
[21, 26, 27, 30], 37] contribute to a heavy and thick proﬁle with respect to the presented work. Despite
occupying a larger space, these conﬁgurations result in a smaller attenuation bandwidth rather than
the design proposed in the present study. The designed conﬁgurations in [16, 18, 22, 24, 25, 28, 29] have
a reasonable thickness; however, their rejected bandwidths are signiﬁcantly lower than the operating
band of the PMC shield in this work. In addition to maintaining a reasonably thick proﬁle, [19, 20, 23]
oﬀer a broad attenuation band. Nevertheless, in addition to lower operating bandwidth than this
paper, no tunable shielding responses have been reported for them. This is where the proposed PMC
design demonstrates a superior performance and wider bandwidth through a low-thickness and tunable
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Table 2. A fair comparison between the shielding performances reported in this paper and the
reject/absorption bandwidths presented in the recently published references.
Reference

Shielding Band (GHz)
(|S21 | < −10 dB)

Fractional
Bandwidth (%)

Ref. [16]

8.2–23.1

95%

Both of TE&TM

3 mm

×

Ref. [18]

9–14

43%

Both of TE&TM

3 mm

×

Ref. [19]

4.6–16

110%

Both of TE&TM

1.6 mm

×

Ref. [20]

4–14

111%

Both of TE&TM

1.6 mm

×

Ref. [21]

2.7–13.2

132%

Both of TE&TM

11 mm

×

Ref. [22]
Ref. [23]

5.3–16.1
3.1–10.6

89%
106%

Both of TE&TM
Both of TE&TM

3.2 mm
2.4 mm

×
×

Ref. [24]

8–18

80%

Both of TE&TM

0.6 mm

×

Ref. [25]

40–70

54%

Both of TE&TM

0.5 mm

×

Ref. [26]

5–16

104%

Both of TE&TM

4.2 mm

×

Ref. [27]

4.4–18

121.4%

Both of TE&TM

10 mm

×

Ref. [28]

2.5–5

67%

Both of TE&TM

2 mm

×

Ref. [29]

8–18

77%

Both of TE&TM

2.5 mm

×

Ref. [30]

4–16.9

123%

Both of TE&TM

10 mm

×

Ref. [37]

8–18

77%

Both of TE&TM

27.4 mm

This work

1–20

181%

Both of TE&TM

2 mm

Polarization

Total
Thickness

Tunability

conﬁguration. In addition, a deep attention to the investigated literature illustrates good operating and
promising features making the PMC RF shield a suitable option in real-world implementations. The
tunable performance of the proposed PMC RF shield will be investigated in the following section.
4. PARAMETRIC STUDY
Diﬀerent parameters have been considered in designing the PMC RF shield (see Figure 1). The geometry
of metasurfaces and substrate parameters are some of the key factors forming the ﬁnal transmission
curve for a typical RF shield. Evidently, to conﬁrm the ﬂexibility of design, we discuss the eﬀects of
each geometric parameter on the transmission spectrum of the proposed PMC RF shield. During our
simulations, only one parameter is varied around its reference while the others remain constant. The
reference parameters of the PMC structure are the optimized ones listed in Table 1. Firstly, the total
thickness (t = t1 + t2 ) of the structure is changed around (t = 2t1 = 2t2 = 2 mm), and the eﬀect of
its variation on the S21 curves is investigated and plotted in Figure 5(a). The numerical simulation is
accomplished when the thickness is changed in the range of 1 mm < t < 4 mm with a step width of
1 mm. As expected by increasing the plasma thickness, the incident EM signal experiences a greater
attenuation when propagating in the plasma dielectrics. Such an issue is not dedicated to a speciﬁed
frequency region and aﬀects the whole spectrum (see Figure 5(a)). Increasing the total thickness of
PMC is a possible solution if more attenuation levels are demanded, especially in the low frequency
region. Secondly, the transmission spectra of the PMC shield are evaluated for diﬀerent lengths of the
square loop metasurface located in the top, middle and bottom layers, and the corresponding results
are shown in Figures 5(b)–(d) respectively. As already mentioned, the length of square loops plays
an important role in constructing their inductive behaviour. Varying each length can contribute to
change in one of the resonance frequencies while the other remains almost unchanged. The increase in
the length of metasurfaces leads to a proportional increase in the inductances and capacitances of the
branches in the circuit model, thereby reducing the corresponding resonance frequencies. By putting
these frequencies close to or far from each other, which can be noticed by changing the length of
loops, one can imagine diﬀerent isolation levels (> or < 20 dB) between the transmitting and receiving
ports, especially in the center frequency region. For instance, from Figure 5(b), one can conclude
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 5. The transmission spectra of the designed PMC RF shield at normal incidence and for
diﬀerent: (a) thicknesses, (b) lengths of the square loop metasurface at the top layer; (c) lengths of the
square loop metasurface at the middle layer; (d) lengths of the square loop metasurface at the bottom
layer; (e) plasma frequencies of the top plasma layer; (f) plasma frequencies of the bottom plasma layer;
(g) average collision frequencies of the top plasma layer; (h) average collision frequencies of the bottom
plasma layer.
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that by setting L1 = 3.8 mm, the second resonance shifts toward higher frequencies, yielding a superwide reject band (|S21 | < −10 dB) from 1 GHz to more than 25 GHz but at the expense of a weaker
isolation between the Floquet ports. Because of the great inﬂuence on the wave propagation, the
impact of plasma and collision frequencies for each layer should also be elucidated. As an interesting
property, the plasma and collisional frequency can be electrically tuned by the variation of electron
density [39]. Regarding the practical ranges of plasma parameters, the plasma and collision frequencies
are changed in the ranges of 1 × 1010 rad/s < ωp < 5 × 1010 rad/sec and 1 × 109 Hz < νp < 1 × 1011 Hz,
respectively. We continue the study by changing these parameters and assessing their eﬀects on the
shielding performance of the designed PMC structure. As shown in the insets of Figures 5(e) and (f),
the parameters of ωp1 = ωp2 = 5 × 1010 rad/sec enable the best shielding attenuations at the lower part
of the spectrum. At this frequency range, a larger electron density results in a stronger absorption, and
ﬁnally, at the higher frequencies, the absorption behavior of the plasma medium has been eliminated [39].
Although varying the plasma parameters slightly aﬀects the other frequency regions, it can be accounted
as a suitable degree of freedom in controlling the attenuation level of the low-frequency band (almost
< f = 9 GHz). On the other hand, up to a certain frequency, the absorption behavior of the structure is
signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the variation of average collision frequency. A larger average collision frequency
has a higher absorption rate [39]. However, by increasing the frequency, the eﬀects of average collision
frequency variation disappear (see Figures 5(g), (h)). Therefore, one can envision a tunable shielding
response for the proposed PMC RF shield by means of an external electrical biasing circuit.
Eventually, from numerical simulations, it is demonstrated that diﬀerent parameters can aﬀect
the shielding performance of the designed PMC. Indeed, by properly adjusting them, the shielding
bandwidth can be further broadened to surprisingly include all the UHF, L, S, C, X, Ku, and K bands.
Apart from suitable scattering parameters, providing stable response against diﬀerent angles of incidence
for both TE and TM polarizations (AOI) is a key requisite in the design of RF shield. This section
drills down the eﬀect of diﬀerent AOIs on the proposed PMC shielding behavior. Figures 6(a) and (b)
show the attenuation level of the incident signal at diﬀerent AIOs for both TE and TM polarizations.
The horizontal axis denotes frequency while the vertical axis refers to transmission coeﬃcient (|S21 |).
The geometrical and EM parameters of the structure are listed in Table 1. As depicted, the proposed
PMC RF shield provides a stable and polarization-insensitive reject band for diﬀerent AIOs up to 45◦ .
The slight deterioration of the results at high frequencies can be attributed to the regions in which the
grating lobes occur because of propagation of higher order Floquet modes [42]. In summary, results
obviously show that the scattering behavior of the structure does not signiﬁcantly change with the
variation of angles and polarizations, which is of great importance in real-world applications, where
diﬀerent incident angles and polarizations may be encountered.
The physical eﬀect of each metasurface in generating the existing resonances is further explored
through scrutinizing the electric and magnetic ﬁeld distributions at 10.2 GHz and 11.7 GHz (the ﬁrst
and second resonances, respectively), as illustrated in Figures 7(a)–(d). For the sake of brevity, the
TE-polarized normal incidence is only considered here. As depicted in the insets of Figures 7(a)

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. The transmission spectra of the proposed PMC RF shield under diﬀerent angles of (a) TEand (b) TM-polarized oblique incidences.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. The induced electric and magnetic ﬁelds on square-loop metasurfaces: (a) the electric ﬁeld
distribution at f = 10.2 GHz; (b) the electric ﬁeld distribution at f = 11.7 GHz; (c) the magnetic ﬁeld
distribution at f = 10.2 GHz; (d) the magnetic ﬁeld distribution at f = 11.7 GHz;.
and (b), the induced electric ﬁelds are mainly accumulated around the upper and lower edges of the
square-loop metasurfaces, thereby constructing the cell capacitance of the circuit model of Figure 2.
While Figures 7(a) and (b) demonstrate the contribution of all three metasurfaces in eliminating the
transmission, it can be noticed that the third layer has less contribution at f = 11.7 GHz. Besides, the
impact of the third resonator greatly increases at f = 10.2 GHz, and the ﬁrst layer is more eﬀective in
eliminating the passing wave in the both resonance frequencies. Figures 7(c) and (d) reveal the magnetic
ﬁeld distributions of the cells where the main resonances around f = 10.2 GHz and f = 11.7 GHz
originate from the surface current ﬂow on the vertical arms of the square-loop metasurfaces, yielding
the equivalent inductances in the circuit model of Figure 2. Theoretically speaking, the resonance
located around f = 11.7 GHz appears due to the existence of the front square-loop metasurface whereas
f = 10.2 GHz resonance is excited by the middle layer. The enhanced reﬂection covering the stopband
resonance arises from the impedance mismatch assisted by the third metasurface layer. Moreover, in the
higher or lower frequency range, i.e., in out of the stopband provided by the metasurfaces, the magnetic
ﬁeld distribution (or induced surface currents) becomes remarkably weak. Eventually, by exploiting
both capacitive and inductive behaviors the proposed PCM RF shield eliminates the transmission in an
ultra-broad frequency range from 1 to 20 GHz.
Finally, it should be noted that a feasible fabrication process is imagined for the proposed PCM
shield as described below. The plasma FSS consists of a background metal, a plasma dielectric, and a
glass cover. A cold collisional weakly ionized plasma is supposed to be conﬁned with glass. The plasma
parameters would be sustained with a dc discharge Argon plasma and high-voltage power. The ionizing
source can be chosen according to gas type, pressure, and geometry. According to the ideal gas law, the
former case leads to the plasma pressure of 163.9 torr while the latter results in the pressure of 86.5 torr
regarding the room temperature. In many experimental studies, the plasma gas is conﬁned in a special
container. Ref. [32] reported the average collision frequency to the gas number density ratio of diﬀerent
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gas types. For instance, to produce an average collision frequency of 40 GHz at the room temperature,
the container should be ﬁlled with helium (He) gas that its number density should be 5.26 × 1018 cm−3 .
As another example, to achieve an average collision frequency of 50 GHz at T = 300 K, the number
density of Kr should be set as 2.77 × 1018 cm−3 . Various laboratory strategies such as electron-beam
impact ionization and photoionization of a seed gas have been proposed to synthesize a uniform or nonuniform cold plasma [33, 45]. Photoionization is a physical process caused by the interaction between
a photon and an atom or molecule and can be performed by a laser source or Spark Board. Numerous
applications requiring eﬃcient photoionization of large volumes have utilized Spark Board arrays. The
plasma can be synthesized by the photoionization of tetrakis (dimethylamino) ethylene (TMAE) vapor
seeded in a puriﬁed helium gas [45, 46]. It was demonstrated that the electron density distribution is
more uniform along the surface by expanding the Spark Board under the plasma container [33]. The
required power per unit volume to sustain a noble gas plasma can be approximately determined by
P/V = KNe2 Ei [32]. Here, Ne is the electron density of the plasma, V the volume of the plasma, P
the power deposited in the plasma, k the rate constant for dissociation of the organic vapor, and Ei
the energy to generate an electron-ion pair. In addition, the energy of photoionization and the rate
constant for TMAE are estimated as Ei = 7 eV and K = (9 ± 1.1) × 10−6 cm3 /s, respectively [32, 45].
In our design, with assuming the plasma frequencies of 4.1 × 1010 rad/sec for both upper and bottom
layers which yield an electron density of Ne = 5.27 × 1018 cm3 and a highly eﬃcient Spark Board,
the necessary power per volume is simply computed as 2800 kW/m3 . Besides, the metasurface of the
proposed PCM RF shielding structure can be served as metal ﬁlms of spark board, whose surrounding
cells are connected to charged capacitors by proper switching. Consequently, sparks are produced
between the array of gaps of metasurface, generating an intense UV light source. An ultra-thin layer
of Glass (Pyrex) (εr = 4.82 and tan δ = 0.0054) layer can be imagined as the glass dielectric cover
of plasma-ﬁlled medium. In our design, the PCM shield is assumed to be inﬁnitely extended toward
both horizontal and vertical directions; nevertheless, it is practically composed of a ﬁnite-size array of
unit elements. Thus, the total dissipated power directly depends on the number of occupying cells [37].
Moreover, an array of UV lasers of a certain size aperture can be established at one side of the structure,
instead of using sparkboard to produce the plasma gas.
5. CONCLUSION
This research proposes the concept of combinational use of metasurfaces and plasma media as an eﬃcient
design of RF shields, which is validated through the numerical and equivalent circuit analyses. The
proposed PMC conﬁguration is revealed to be simple, compact and ultra-thin (10 mm × 10 mm × 2 mm).
It is shown that in addition to maintaining a low proﬁle, the operating bandwidth of the designed PMC
can be set to surprisingly include all the UHF, L, S, C, X, Ku, and K bands. A fair comparison is
also done to elucidate that the proposed PMC platform outperforms the previously reported RF shields
from both the bandwidth and thickness aspects. It is proved that the aforementioned PMC structure
with small dimensions and single layer exhibits more than 20 dB attenuation in the considered frequency
band. Eventually, the suitable performance of the designed PMC shield in real-world applications is
conﬁrmed as it provides a stable and polarization-insensitive reject band for diﬀerent AIOs up to 45◦ .
Therefore, the presented structure is an ideal choice for utilizing in the future ultra-wideband EM
shielding applications.
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